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How does one define the misuse and the misappropriation of time that is the people's lives they'll never get back? Confused? People labor in work called JOBS or CAREERS with time of their lives spent to do so and they cannot ever get that time back. They exchanged that time for what is commonly called money. Hence why Government claims to "own" the people and forcibly by threat of FINES, IMPRISONMENT, ENSLAVEMENT AND/or DEATH, make the people pay all forms of taxes of which is stolen funds collected from the people by the many AGENTS of Government. This is why the Government calls its people "THE COMMONWEALTH" and the stolen time as money they call "FUNDS".

The forms of taxes are many in the United States as well as each individual State and/or each town or city. There are Clean Air, Environmental, Sales, Luxury, License, Property, Travel, Inheritance, Windfall Proffits, WAR Time, Income and many more forms of taxes especially shipping, drug, tobacco, alcohol and so many others. If you live to close to a State border and "might" spend money out of State there's a tax called Excise Tax. There are communications taxes to talk with or communicate with others long distance. Business taxes are just as numerous and abundant. The people are suffocating by being taxed to death and yet the Government's seem to NEVER have enough money and want to take more from the people so they may give to others and spend as they see fit. They multi-tax people by all the extra taxes and micro transaction taxes using corporations of America as Agents to collect and all of this is on TOP of Income Taxes where a large
percentage of a person's Income is taken off the top, stolen from the person before they ever get their money. People are even taxed to retire.

Income is TIME spent of a person's life performing a job duty in exchange for the work done in that person's time. This time spent of the person's life they cannot ever get back and most are very poorly compensated for that time spent for the benefit of someone else and/or the benefit of a company AND the Government. Income is the sweat, tears, mental ad physical stresses, time, lives and even death of the people to earn a means to pay for the right to live and to live that should be supplied to the people free of charge as only Luxury should be paid for and NO person is a sound judge of Luxury or Necessity of others.

Socialistic and Communistic Governments give state Incomes to many whom do not work or are not even citizens and may that never paid a dime into the system an Income called "Social Security" better known as "WELFARE" which is where Government takes money stolen as taxes from others to give to others (some whom cannot work many others fully capable of working but choose NOT to and get others to say they cannot) as an unearned Social Security Income (SSI). So everyone else pays for those people to have an Income. You might be surprised all the things Society funds with their stolen lives.

Make no mistake! Again: The Governments takes
your life is time by force, stolen in many ways primarily as "TAXES". Worse yet -- PEOPLE LET THEM out of FEAR because the LAW -- a branch of the Government will punish people brutally for NOT ALLOWING Government to STEAL this time off your life they'll never get back as money. Coincidentally -- they'll fine people (a tax) or imprison people (abuse and torture). With a fine they force you to pay the money and the fines for their time forcing you to pay. With Imprisonment, they put you in an archaic barbaric environment enclosed and cut off in a concrete and steel dungeon where you will be abused and tortured by other prisoner and by Government Stuff -- you may be used as a slave or male and will most likely be sexually abused in some way. all so Government can collect all kinds of tax money and bonds off of you. This makes sense. pay for your failure they accused you of as well as for your housing, needs and care. So... They will get their money from you and steal your time of your life in some way, shape or form.

Governments take that stolen money and use it. Not the people -- Nope! THEY, the Government choose to use the money how they wish. This is supposed to be for the benefit, safety, security and liberty of the people...in a REPUBLIC where the people tell the Government what they want done. All Government funds are supposed to be funds of the people NOT of the Government. The Government calls it "funds" because labels hide truths. All U.S. Funds belongs to THE PEOPLE, the largest office of the United States Government is The Commonwealth or WE THE PEOPLE. But
THE GOVERNMENT corruptly spend the People's money how they wish and fund whatever they wish as well as whomever. Refer to the movie "Independence Day" with Jeff Goldblum and Will Smith... (the two's)... Goldblum's character's father states, "you don't really think that they pay fifteen thousand for a hammer and twenty thousand for a toilet seat do you?" in response to the President asking, "Where do you get funding for a project like this?". It's also a play on fact that one part of Government has no idea what other parts are doing. All the people who've worked in the U.S. Finance department knows this and most are told, "you don't ask questions you write and send the checks." Any of whom have worked in the finance department of any Business or other "ORGANIZATION" knows and has been told, implied and/or impressed upon this corrupt practice. It's a systemic Laundering and Funnel of money which is time from people's lives. The movie "About Time" starring Justin Timberlake more actually depicts this reality.

It's a systemic problem of Scandal and Corruption of which requires accountability. It is unfortunate that every branch and organization of all U.S. Government bodies as well as other countries and all companies/corporations do this practice on every level. Then they pretend to wonder why their debt and spending continues to grow. It's actually quite obvious.

A superb example of this Systemic Corruption exists not just in the taxes but also in all Criminal Justice Systems as well as all distribution and use of the funds of the people. This is seen now in the
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Emergency COVID-19 Funds supplied to The Arkansas Department (or Division) of Correction (ADC). ADC is a Multi-Million if not Billion dollar per year industry in Arkansas and is State owned and operated. ADC is also part of the American Correction Association (ACA) which is an Industrial organization thus crossing the bridges of public and private industry. To add to that ADC owns shares in multiple businesses and industries and owns as well as operates the Arkansas Correction Industry (ACI) through which food Inmate Labor or SLAVE LABOR is used to acquire a greater fortune of illegal and corrupt funds. ADC/ACI produces and supplies a great many products and services. Through all of this ADC and the State of Arkansas makes a profit of easy hundreds of millions per year. Yet THEY still stick out their hand expecting the millions in Government Tax Payer Funds or the Stolen Blood Money better known as people's time off their lives for funds to cover the cost of living expenses and nutritional as well as medical care along with sanitation needs of Inmates or Prisoners better known as Wards of the State. All of which ADC could easily afford off their own profits without tax payer's funds.

Prisoners in Arkansas are people held as BONOS and TAX Income as well as Slaves all for the industry of Governmentized human trafficking and Slavery. Prisoners are forced to work in the Prisons, on massive plantations owned by big farmers, in Paid programs and in Product lines. Arkansas is a PRO-SLAVERY state and still support the Sentence to Hard Labor in ADC as they always have. Even Director Delo Reed says he feels all men should be forced to earn their keep or else they're a wasteful drain on
Society. This he told me when I faced him at Little Tucker known as Tucker Unit. Make no mistake an uncompensated labor forced under threat of extreme and severe punishment is slavery. The threat in ADC is abuse, torture and death. There are many documented disciplinarily as proof and recorded deaths in segregation and other suspicious circumstances. It's hidden in their own documentation as well as historical court cases and two major movies.

"The Bus Factory" is an industrial complex at multiple ADC Prison units where Prisoners manufacture various goods or products... These products are sold through ACI. ADC farms animals and vegetables, not as food for the Prisoners but to sale on the market for income. ADC leases Prisoners to the farms as cheap labor to tend to the fields of large plantations. Nearly every ADC Prison is on a large plantation for this very reason. ADC leases Inmates to private factories through the "PIE" program. ADC is paid for every inmate they place through programs such as GED, VoTech, SATP, SOFT, RSUP etc... ADC even makes millions off their Tobacco program and Places in a contract with SecurUs. Having Inmates do all jobs except security around the prisons including maintenance and construction saves them millions that they report as being expenses as well as their fake medical system and deal with WellPath. ADC even owns their Contina Stores they use to sale products to inmates including hygiene and food. ADC Doesn't NEED any STATE or FEDERAL FUNDING from tax payer's money.

It is of NO SURPRISE that when the mutated
But Virus Known as Coronavirus-19 dubbed as Sudden Respiratory Syndrome 2 (COVID-19 / SARS2) that evolved to incorporate human DNA and infect humans thus bringing the COVID-19 Pandemic hit. "Funds" in the called "COVID-19 Emergency Relief Funds" were distributed to ADC. These "Emergency" Funds were for the care of Prisoners as well as appropriate masks and modifications needed to protect the People housed as Prisoners. ADC's response: they had Prisoners create cloth masks from the same materials they make Prisoner's clothes from and did NOT build up dividers, did not reduce population which is already over crowded, did NOT stop the use of open barracks virus super breeding grounds and did not social distance the inmates. Staff transferred the Virus from barracks to barracks themselves by not changing PPE.

Now it is March 2023 and despite years of trying ADC still couldn't get approval for Federal or State funds to build more prisons so ADC is instead using the surplus COVID-19 Emergency Funds to build an addition or a separate facility to add 500 beds to their already troubled and corrupt Prison system to abuse more people they call Prisoners. In this they are trying to circumvent approval by Federal or State vote for such purposes. Why is ADC NOT returning these unused funds of tax payer and voter's funds that were NOT used for their intended purpose to be corruptly used for an ADC agenda? This is THEFT and FRAUD and is corruption all the very things that ADC puts holds people for as Prisoners and that the State of Arkansas prosecutes and sentences people to Prison For. This is a example of ADC, Arkansas Attorney General and Governo Sarah Sanders saying that they are
enochists NOT subject to their very own laws and that they support illegal syndicate actions of their own and they are above the law.

Now ADC ov Arkansas is a prime example yet again of crimes against humanity and SIN by their own aquisition and "mis-use" of "funds" better known as time of people's lives they'll never get back from the TAX PAYER'S and VOTER'S money which is taken carefully as blood money. Ouch! Wouldn't want to be ADC nor Arkansas Governor with corrupt practices like that.